You! This series is free & open to the public -- come join us!

A weekly lecture series

Thursdays 12:00 - 1:00pm

Lang Performing Arts Center (LPAC) Cinema and Science Center 101

Interested in traveling? Vicariously experience the far corners of the earth through first-hand accounts from local travelers.

Mark your calendars!

1/23 See the USA
Bob Goren
LPAC Cinema

In late summer of 2017 Bob and Jan Goren drove across the country and back in order to be awed by the total solar eclipse and wound up being awed by the beauty of the gardens and landscapes that they encountered along the way.

1/30 The Farms, Prairies, and Gardens of Wisconsin
Adam Glas and Julie Jenney
LPAC Cinema

Scott Arboretum Garden Supervisor Adam Glas and Education Coordinator Julie Jenney will share their stories and images from the August 2019 Scott Associates trip to Lake Geneva, Madison, and Milwaukee to see stunning private gardens, Frank Lloyd Wright buildings, vibrant prairies, and beautiful farms.

2/6 Botanical Explorations in the Baltics
Andrew Bunting
LPAC Cinema

Join Andrew Bunting, now the Vice President of Public Horticulture at the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, for his summer 2018 excursion to the Baltics where he visited Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The purpose of the trip was to visit nurseries, botanic gardens, and arboreta with the purpose of searching for new species and cultivars of plants that might be used in North American gardens.

2/13 Devils and Saints:
Plant Exploration in Honshu, Japan
Tony Aiello
LPAC Cinema

Join Tony Aiello, Director of Horticulture and Curator at the Morris Arboretum, as he takes on a tour of central Japan, where he participated in plant exploration trips in the fall of 2018 and 2019. Tony will highlight the areas of Honshu that he and his colleagues visited and collected a diversity of trees and shrubs. He will also share his experiences in visiting Japanese cultural sites. Plus, find out what was holy and what was devilish during his travels.
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Travels at Twelve
In a Green World

WHO: You! This series is free & open to the public -- come join us!

WHAT: A weekly lecture series

WHEN: Thursdays 12:00 - 1:00pm

WHERE: Lang Performing Arts Center (LPAC) Cinema and Science Center 101

WHY: Interested in traveling? Vicariously experience the far corners of the earth through first-hand accounts from local travelers.

Please visit www.scottarboretum.org for current parking information before arriving on campus. The Scott Arboretum is not responsible for parking citations incurred during programs.

THE SCOTT ARBORETUM OF SWARTHMORE COLLEGE
500 College Avenue Swarthmore, PA 19081 610-328-8025

Mark your calendars!
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2/20
Exploring Lake Maggiore (Italy)
Ron Anderson
LPAC Cinema

Catherine and Ron Anderson are Scott Arboretum members with a passion for travel. This presentation recounts a garden tour of northern Italy’s lake region, which though at the foothills of the Alps enjoys a mild climate. We will visit gardens ranging from intimately curated to some designed with Baroque exuberance.

2/27
NOTE TIME CHANGE - 1PM
Dazzling DC
Becky Robert
Science Center 101

Explore the gardens of Washington DC with Becky Robert. We will visit elaborate private gardens to stunning public gardens and the little pockets in between. Skip the museums and plan your next DC trip with gardens in mind.

3/5
Autumn Color in Japanese Gardens
Sharee Solow
LPAC Cinema

Prepare to be transported. Subtlety is essential in garden design, but that does not mean there is never any color. One must wait for the moment and be there to experience it using all the senses. Sharee will share the peak autumn colors of Kyoto and Tokyo.

3/12
Conehead Convention
Mary Tipping and Chuck Hinkle
Science Center 101

Scott Arboretum Curator Mary Tipping and Gardener Chuck Hinkle will share stories and images from the 2019 National Meeting of the American Conifer Society, which was held at the Oregon Garden. Learn about the great nurseries, private gardens, and unique geography of Oregon.